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I had the occasion to visit recently with Ezra
Segura, Administrator, Heber Valley Medical
Center, and Amy Tuddenham, Public Relations.
They gave me an overview of the Medical Center's
programs, and we discussed ways we might
coordinate local healthcare programs with the good
citizens who live in Heber City. They want to be the
best neighbor and partner they can be with all of us
in Heber City and the community at large. In the
next couple of weeks, Intermountain Health Care
will be breaking ground at this site on the
construction of a new Women's Diagnostic Center.
This Center is designed to cater to the special
healthcare needs women in various stages of life
may experience. The Center will house ultrasound,
digital mammography, bone densitometry, and
ultrasound guided biopsies, among other services.
The open house is scheduled for December 3rd of
this year.

Please be vigilant in your neighborhoods. Lock all
doors and windows, and meet with your neighbors
regularly to watch out for each other when you
might be gone. Call the Police Department
immediately upon observing any suspicious activity
at 435-654-3040.
Many of the burglaries are occurring during daylight hours. It is possible that suspects might pose
as trades people such as service, delivery, or doorto-door salespeople. In Heber City, legitimate doorto-door salespeople must carry Heber City
Business License ID cards visible on their persons.
Please ask to see these credentials and do not do
business with someone who does not have them.
Please contact the Police Department immediately
if unlicensed salespeople are in your neighborhood.
Putting forth an extra effort to secure your homes
and yourselves against criminals is often all it takes
to avoid being a victim.

I remember Randall Probst (former administrator)
telling me that when the Medical Center was
planned, they knew the demand on their services
would increase in the years ahead, and provisions
were made at that time to allow for expansion at
this facility.
Since its original construction,
expansion has taken place and this new Women's
Diagnostic Center is another example of how their
planning for the future will pay rich dividends for our
community. I appreciate very much the time Ezra
and Amy took to provide an overview of the Heber
Valley Medical Center and discuss with me the
many programs and services they provide to us
locally.
HEBER CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
NEWS RELEASE
Heber City has been experiencing a surge in
residential and business burglaries during the last
month. This is a common occurrence for summer
and neighboring cities are having the same
problems with crime.
www.ci.heber.ut.us

TIPS FOR A SAFER RESIDENCE
Keep trees and shrubs closest to the house
to a minimum.
Install an alarm system. It doesn’t have to
be elaborate.
Lock doors and close windows, even when
you’ll only be gone a few minutes. Criminals
often watch houses for people leaving, and
then make their move.
Install window locks ($ .75 each)
Tell a trusted friend to watch your house
when you are on vacation. Have them bring
in the newspaper daily and turn the porch
light off during the day and on at night.
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